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“For me, it’s all about mixing 
the high and the low, street 

and couture, the everyday with 
the exceptional ”

- Tre Dallas



Introducing 
Tre Dallas
Tre Dallas is the ultimate go-to for make-up, hair and styling.

With over 18 years in the industry Tre has styled and  
provided hair and make-up to some of Australia’s top  
celebrities, models, bloggers and TV personalities.

  
He is best known as Lindy Klim’s personal makeup artist, 
contributing to her incredible looks whilst doing her hair.

He is a regular at red carpet and VIP events and appeared 
on the first series of Real Housewives of Melbourne in 2014.

Tre applies his signature sense of style and eye for detail to 
all of his work - and captures it via his popular social media 
channels and blog. He shares his expertise with his audience 
offering them tips and ‘how-to’s’ and showcases his favorite 
cosmetic, hair care and fashion labels via his different  
platforms. 

His social channels also have become a portfolio of his 
work, featuring his clients and behind the scenes shots.



A sample of Tre Dallas’ work:



Social media 
following

12,100+

1,045+

1,102+

All blog posts are shared through a variety 
of the below, with follower numbers  
growing daily.
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Tre’s Brand Relationships Include:



Tre Dallas’  
Audience

Tre’s audience turns to him for the latest news in beauty, 

cosmetics and lifestyle brands. They watch the daily  

accounts of his work for his clients.

They follow his blog and social platforms and comment 

regularly.



About Tre
Tre has cultivated an incredible career in the makeup and beauty 

industries, with over 18 years’ experience working alongside  

powerhouses MAC and Mecca, as well as leading Australian  

fashion brands, photographers and all major runway shows.

He has been the makeup artist for the faces of Australia’s most 

prominent models, actors and personalities, Tre has recently  

expanded his fashionable eye to styling, earning him a celebrity  

client list of the industry’s current ‘it crowd’.

Sport stars, media identities, music artists and television personalities 

now credit Tre Dallas for their on-trend outfits, fresh faces and  

glamor-ous hairstyles.

Tre supports his styling and makeup work with a social media  

profile that has amassed him a cult following of hungry fashionista’s 

and style-savvy audience, with whom he shares the moments of his 

glamorous life as a celebrity makeup artist and stylist.

“For me, it’s all about mixing the high and the low, street and  

couture, the everyday with the exceptional – a Balmain dress with 

Converse shoes, a Nars foundation with a stand-out Maybelline  

mascara. My rule: whatever works for you is what’s most important.”



Opportunities:

• Sponsored blog posts

• Social media posts 

• Ambassador roles

• Product development

• Video production

• Content generation / styling advice

• Photography shoots

• Judging panel opportunities 

• Online Directory Listing

• Giveaways and competitions

• Advertising

Opportunities

Tre is open to offering a range of services to brands wishing to  

collaborate:

Fees/pricing will be discussed on a case-by-case basis. 



Find  Tre Dallas

Contact

The Co. Collective

Charlotte Marks
P: + 61 03 9804 8284 | +61 0 433 118 996
E: charlotte@thecocollective.com.au

Tess Tzambazis
P: + 61 03 9804 8284 | +61 0 419 373 478
E: tess@thecocollective.com.au 
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